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Go from being a good manager to an extraordinary leader. If you listen to nothing else on

leadership, you should at least hear these 10 articles (featuring "What Makes an Effective

Executive" by Peter F. Drucker). We've combed through hundreds of Harvard Business Review

articles on leadership and selected the most important ones to help you maximize your own and

your organization's performance. HBR's 10 Must Reads On Leadership will inspire you to: Motivate

others to excel Build your team's self-confidence in others Provoke positive change Set direction

Encourage smart risk-taking Manage with tough empathy Credit others for your success Increase

self-awareness Draw strength from adversity This collection of best-selling articles includes:

featured article "What Makes an Effective Executive" by Peter F. Drucker, "What Makes a Leader?",

"What Leaders Really Do", "The Work of Leadership", "Why Should Anyone Be Led by You?",

"Crucibles of Leadership", "Level 5 Leadership: The Triumph of Humility and Fierce Resolve",

"Seven Transformations of Leadership", "Discovering Your Authentic Leadership", and "In Praise of

the Incomplete Leader".
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Several different points of view about leadership. It's a great opportunity to understand that

everybody can become a leader with the correct attitude. I strongly recommend this book to leaders

who are trying to improve their skills.

Interesting articles. Needed for class. Short, insighful, and to the point.



Great read. It's a must for a leader or those aspiring to lead others.

I'm reading these texts for a leadership course and they are very interesting articles. They can be

very useful for learning leadership techniques that people can use in their everyday lives but are

biased towards business and organizational leadership instead of social or Civic leadership. They

are still a good read to get the basic concepts of leadership such as: leadership vs management.

Worth the read.

Anecdotal and instructive readings from top business instructors, researchers and writers. The

reader is guided by helpful guidelines for growing as a leader. Though the focus was on business

leadership, the principles would be translatable for the most part into other vocations. The articles

tended to be a bit redundant, though.

This is a worthwhile read for anyone looking to gain more insight into the world of corporate

leadership. It will help you align your thinking with that of great leaders. However, it is too enterprise

focused. It's best used in a book club where conversation can help translate its wisdom into actions.

MUST read for anyone who desires self-understanding and self-improvement. Not just for leaders

(not such a great title as people may think it won't apply to everyone).If you have heard of the

"fundamental attribution error" that all humans make, then this easy but brilliant read will shed the

light on just how we justify it and how to get OUT of the box!!!

I ordered this book for a class that I'm taking and it is a very easy read. It's broken up into different

articles by various authors which provides a lot of variety and insight. There are many inspirational

stories and advice that can be helpful in building leadership skills. I would recommend this if you are

interested in leadership or need it for some type of school project.
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